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Abstract. Constraint programming is rapidly becoming the technology of choice
for modeling and solving complex combinatorial problems. However, users of
constraint programming technology need significant expertise in order to model
their problem appropriately. The lack of availability of such expertise can be a
significant bottleneck to the broader uptake of constraint technology in the real
world. In this paper we are concerned with automating the formulation of constraint satisfaction problems from examples of solutions and non-solutions. We
combine techniques from the fields of machine learning and constraint programming. In particular we present a portfolio of approaches to exploiting the semantics of the constraints that we acquire to improve the efficiency of the acquisition
process. We demonstrate how inference and search can be used to extract useful
information that would otherwise be hidden in the set of examples from which
we learn the target constraint satisfaction problem. We demonstrate the utility of
the approaches on a case-study domain.

1 Introduction
Constraint programming is rapidly becoming the technology of choice for modelling
and solving complex combinatorial problems. However, users of constraint programming technology need significant expertise in order to model their problem appropriately. The ability to assist users to model a problem in the constraint satisfaction
paradigm is of crucial importance in making constraint programming accessible to nonexperts. However, there are many obstacles which must be overcome. For example, in
some situations users are not capable of fully articulating the set of constraints they wish
to model. Instead users can only present us with example solutions and non-solutions of
the target constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) they wish to articulate. This situation
arises in many real-world scenarios. In purchasing, a human customer may not be able
to provide the sales agent with a precise specification of his set of constraints because
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he is unfamiliar with the technical terms that are required to specify each constraint.
Alternatively, in a data-mining context we may have access to a large source of data
in the form of positive and negative examples, and we have been set the task of generating a declarative specification of that data. Earlier work in this area has focused
on the generalization problem, inspired by work from the field of Inductive Logic Programming [?]. Here we focus on combining techniques from constraint processing and
machine learning to develop a novel approach to constraint acquisition.
We have proposed an algorithm, CONACQ , that is capable of acquiring a model of
a CSP from a set of examples [2]. The algorithm is based on version space learning [7].
Version spaces are a standard machine learning approach to concept learning. A version
space can be regarded as a set of hypotheses for a concept that correctly classify the
training data received; in Section 2 we shall present an example which will serve both
a pedagogical role and demonstrate the problem we address in this paper.
However, the CONACQ algorithm suffers from a serious malady that has significant
consequences for its ability to acquire constraint networks efficiently. In particular, this
malady arises because we are acquiring networks of constraints, some of which may be
redundant [1, 4, 9]. Informally, for now, we can regard a constraint as being redundant if
it can be removed from a constraint network without affecting the set of solutions. While
redundant constraints have no effect on the set of solutions to a CSP, they can have a
negative effect on the acquisition process. In particular, when using version spaces to
represent the set of consistent hypotheses for each constraint, redundancy can prevent
us from converging on the most specific hypotheses for the target network, eventhough
the set of training examples is sufficient for this to occur. As a consequence, for a given
constraint in the network, its version space may not be sufficiently explicit, but rather
contain constraints which are far too general. This is a significant problem since the size
of each version space has a multiplicative effect on the number of possible CSPs that
that correctly classify the training examples.
In this paper we present a portfolio of approaches to handling redundant constraints
in constraint acquisition. In particular, we address the issue of how to make each constraint as explicit as possible based on the examples given. We shall present an approach
based on the notion of redundancy rules, which can be regarded as a special-case of relational consistency [5]. We shall show that these rules can eliminate some, but not all,
forms of redundancy. We shall then demonstrate a second approach, based on the notion
of backbone detection, which is far more powerful.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a simple
example of how acquiring redundant constraints can have an adverse effect on the constraint acquisition process. Section 3 presents some formal definitions of the concepts
that underpin our approach. We formalize the notion of redundancy in constraint networks, and show how the problem identified in Section 2 can be easily addressed.
Section 4 presents a more powerful approach to dealing with redundancy due to disjunctions of constraints. Section 5 presents an empirical evaluation of the various approaches presented in the paper and presents a detailed discussion of our results. A
number of concluding remarks are made in Section 6.

2 An Illustrative Example
The CONACQ algorithm maintains a separate version space for each potential constraint
in the CSP. A solution to the target CSP (positive example) provides examples for each
constraint in the problem, since all constraints must be satisfied in order for an example
to be classified as positive. However, negative examples are more problematic to process, since violating at least one constraint is sufficient for an example to be classified
as negative. Therefore, a negative example provides a disjunction of possible examples.
It is only when the algorithm can deduce which constraints must have been violated to
classify an example as negative are the appropriate version spaces updated. An example
below will demostrate this point clearly.
We demonstrate the potential problems that can arise due to redundancy during
an interactive acquisition session using CONACQ . Consider the hypothesis space of
constraints presented in Figure 1(a). The general-to-specific ordering over the set of
constraints is based on set inclusion; more general constraints are placed higher in the
hypothesis space. We assume in our example that all constraints in our target problem
can be expressed using this hypothesis space. The constraint  is the universal constraint – all tuples are accepted. The constraint ⊥ is the null constraint – no tuples are
accepted.
For the purposes of this example, we wish to acquire a CSP involving 3 variables,
x1 , x2 and x3 , with domains D(x1 ) = D(x2 ) = D(x3 ) = {1, 2, 3, 4}. The set of
constraints in the target network is {x 1 > x2 , x1 > x3 , x2 > x3 }. Note that it is
sufficient only to acquire two of these constraints, the third one being redundant. In
Table 1 the set of examples that will be provided to the acquisition system is presented.
The set of examples comprises one positive example (a solution to the target CSP) and
two negative examples (non-solutions). Figures 1(b)–1(d) illustrate the effect of each
example in turn on the version spaces of the constraints in the network.
Figure 1(b) presents the state of each of the constraint version
E x1 x2 x3
spaces after the first (and only) positive example, e +
1 , has been proe+
1 4 3 1
cessed. We can see that the version space of each constraint now cone−
2 2 3 1
tains four hypotheses: >, =, ≥ and . The other hypotheses are elime−
3 3 1 2
.
Specifically,
if
x
=
inated because they are inconsistent with e +
1
1
4 ∧ x2 = 3 can be part of a solution, then the constraint between these Table 1. Exvariables must be more general than or equal to >. Therefore, we can amples
for
ignore the possibility that this constraint can be either =, <, ≤ or ⊥. Fig. 1
Essentially. we know that any CSP that can be expressed in terms of
the constraints presented in Figure 1(a) must comprise constraints that are no more specific than those in the version spaces presented in Figure 1(b). Similar reasoning allows
us to reduce the version space for each constraint to that illustrated in Figure 1(b).
Figure 1(c) presents the effect of processing example e −
2 , the first negative example.
differs
by
only
one
constraint, c 12 , compared
Of the three constraints in the problem, e −
2
to the constraints implied by the the positive example e +
.
Therefore,
we can further
1
refine the version space of constraint c 12 by removing both = and . We illustrate
this as using a colored shading over those hypotheses that are removed from the version
space. Similarly, the reason why e −
3 is classified as negative is due to a single constraint:
namely c23 . Figure 1(d) illustrates the result of processing negative example e −
3.
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Fig. 1. Acquiring a redundant constraint prevents one version space from converging.

−
After processing the negative examples e −
2 , e3 , the version spaces for the constraint
between variables x1 and x2 and between variables x 2 and x3 are reduced to the set of
hypotheses {>, ≥}. However, the version space for the constraint between variables x 1
and x3 has not. Instead, this version space contains four possible hypotheses: {>, ≥, =
, }.
This is an unfortunate since we cannot now find a set of negative examples which
will help this version space to reduce any closer to the target constraint. For example, to
eliminate the hypothesis =, we need a negative example with x 1 < x3 but necessarily
satisfying all other acquired constraints, i.e., satisfying their most specific possible alternative: x1 > x2 and x2 > x3 , so that the only possible reason to reject it is x 1 < x3 .
Clearly no such example exists. As a consequence, our constraint acquisition algorithm
cannot converge any further. However, it should be pointed out that it was not due to a

deficiency in our set of examples that precluded convergence in this case, but as a result
of attempting to acquire redundant constraints using the CONACQ algorithm. Specifically, in our example the constraint between x 1 and x3 is redundant.
Therefore, it is clear that redundant constraints can prevent us from converging on
the most specific hypotheses consistent with a set of examples. However, by exploiting
the fact that we are acquiring constraint networks, we can rely on various search and
inference techniques to help us leverage the learning power of the examples that have
been provided to us. In the ideal, helping us to converge on the target hypothesis much
more quickly. In the next section we present an approach to handling redundant constraints which would have overcome the problem we have experienced in this example.

3 Redundancy Rules
In this section, we introduce formal definitions of the basic concepts used in this paper.
We then propose definitions of redundancy and redundancy rules, before presenting an
approach to dealing with redundant constraints in the CONACQ acquisition process.
3.1 Basic definitions
A finite constraint network N consists of a finite set of variables X = {x 1 , . . . , xn },
a set of domains D = {D(x1 ), . . . , D(xn )}, where the domain D(x i ) is the finite set
of values that variable x i can take, and a set of constraints C = {c 1 , . . . , cm }. Each
constraint ci is defined by the ordered set var(c i ) of the variables it involves, and a
set sol(ci ) of allowed combinations of values. An assignment of values to the variables
in var(ci ) satisfies ci if it belongs to sol(ci ). A solution to a constraint network is an
assignment of a value from its domain to each variable such that every constraint in
the network is satisfied. When all the constraints in C involve exactly 2 variables, we
say that the constraints and the network are binary. This is the case we will study in
the rest of the paper since it greatly simplifies notation. We will use c(x i , xj ) and cij
interchangeably to refer to sol(c) where var(c) = (x i , xj ). However, all the results are
essentially the same for constraints of any arity.
As seen in the previous section, redundancy is a crucial notion that we need to tackle
if we want to speed up version space convergence during the constraint acquisition
process.
Definition 1 (Redundancy) Given a constraint network N = (X, D, C), we say that
a constraint c ∈ C is redundant wrt N iff the set of solutions of N is the same as the
set of solutions of N−c = (X, D, C \ {c}). We note N−c |= c.
3.2 Redundancy in CONACQ
The CONACQ algorithm has been proposed in [2]. Its inputs are a set X of variables
with their domains, a set of examples E = E + ∪ E − , and a bias B. An example e ∈ E
is an assignment of values to variables from X that must be a solution of the target
constraint network (if e ∈ E + ) or non solution (if e ∈ E − ).

The bias is composed of constraint scopes (sets of variables on which a constraint
c has to be guessed), attached with a set of constraint types that are the different possibilities for sol(c). In the simplest case, where we guess a complete network of binary
constraints, the bias contains all pairs of variables from X as possible scopes, attached
with all the binary constraint types available in the toolkit. The set of possible constraints on (xi , xj ) is denoted by its bias, B ij .
The output of CONACQ is any constraint network that has the same set X of variables with their domains, and a set of constraints chosen from the bias such that every
element of E + is solution and none from E − . Since the number of constraint networks satisfying these criteria during the acquisition process can be huge (exponential),
CONACQ uses version space techniques and maintains only a most specific bound S ij
and a most general bound G ij for each pair of variables (x i , xj ) belonging to the bias.
Any constraint in the toolkit subsumed by G ij and subsuming S ij is a candidate for c ij
(namely, belongs to the version space).
Theorem 1. Let X, D, B, E be the input of CONACQ . Let c ij ∈ Bij . If there exists {cik , ckj } ∈ Bik × Bkj such that E |= {cik , ckj } and cij is redundant wrt
(X, D, {cik , ckj }) then the version space cannot shrink its bounds on (x i , xj ) more
than Sij = cij and Gij = .
Proof. Let cij ∈ Bij a constraint subsumed by c ij . Suppose there exists e ∈ E − such
that e violates cij . (This is the only way to remove c ij from the version space.) We can
decrease the local general bound G ij under cij only if no other constraint in the version
space can reject e. Now, we know that E |= {c ik , ckj }. Hence, when e is presented, we
are guaranteed that c ik and ckj are still higher than their respective lower bounds S ik
and Skj (otherwise E would cause some version spaces to collapse, and we could infer
what we want on S ij and Gij ). If e violates cij , it also violates cij since cij is subsumed
by cij . It thus violates {cik , ckj } since cij is redundant wrt (X, D, {c ik , ckj }). As a
result, we cannot decide that c ij is the necessary culprit for e’s rejection since there
exists constraints between S ik and cik , and between S kj and ckj , which are both in the
version space, and could reject e. So, G ij cannot decrease under .
Regarding Sij , it will increase higher than c ij if and only if there exists e ∈ E +
that violates cij . However, if e violates c ij , it also violates {cik , ckj } (see above), which


contradicts the assumption that E |= {c ik , ckj }.
3.3 Formal definition of redundancy rules
A constraint in a constraint network can be seen as a constraint type (or first order
predicate) in which we substitute network variables for variables in the predicate. For
example, the generic predicate P (s, t) = ‘s < t’ of arity n(P ) = 2 can produce
the constraint x1 < x2 in a constraint network involving x 1 and x2 , or the constraint
y3 < y5 in another constraint network.
Since the process of modeling a problem is usually done using a given constraint
toolkit, it seems reasonable to study the concept of redundancy with respect to the set
of constraint types available in that toolkit. Let us first define the concept of redundancy
rule for general constraint types.

Definition 2 (Redundancy rule) Let T be a set of constraint types. The Horn clause

Pi (ti1 . . . tin(Pi ) ) |= Q(tj1 . . . tjn(Q) )
∀t1 , . . . tn
i

with Pi ∈ T ∀i, and Q ∈ T , is a redundancy rule wrt T iff there is at least one
variable tjh in Q that appears in some P i , and for any constraint network N for which
a substitution1 θ maps the rule into N , we have
N−θ(Q) |= θ(Q).
If |{Pi }| = k, we say that the rule is a k-redundancy rule.
We immediately focus our attention on redundancy rules in a binary constraints
setting where, if in addition we work on a complete network of binary constraints, it is
sufficient to deal with 2-redundancy rules [6].
Definition 3 (Binary redundancy rule) Let T be a set of constraint types of arity 2. A
binary redundancy rule is a redundancy rule wrt T of the form:
∀t1 , t2 , t3 , P1 (t1 , t2 ) ∧ P2 (t2 , t3 ) |= Q(t1 , t3 ).
Example 1 The Horn clause ∀x, y, z.(x ≥ y) ∧ (y ≥ z) |= (x ≥ z) is a binary
redundancy rule since any constraint network in which we have two constraints ‘≥’
such that the second argument of the first constraint is equal to the first argument of the
second constraint subsumes the ‘≥’ constraint between the first argument of the first
constraint and the second argument of the second constraint.
Given the set T of constraint types available in a toolkit, redundancy rules can be
built for the toolkit independently of the problem we will acquire. Thus, redundancy
rules can be included as part of the constraint toolkit, in much the same way as propagators are often included in constraint toolkits, at least for the most common constraints.
3.4 Redundancy rules in CONACQ
We saw in Theorem 1 that it can sometimes occur that the local version space for the
constraint between a pair of variables (x i , xj ) can reach a state where it becomes impossible to make its general bound more specific (thus reducing its size) because it contains a constraint that is redundant with respect to the other constraints already learned
by CONACQ . To avoid this problem, we can simply trigger the relevant redundancy rule
from the toolkit each time its left-hand side is true, namely the rule becomes “active”
in a version space.
Definition 4 (Active Redundancy Rule) Given a binary rule R = P 1 (t1 , t2 ) ∧ P2 (t2 ,
t3 ) |= Q(t1 , t3 ), a version space V , and a mapping θ substituting variables of V for
variables in R, we say that R is active in V wrt θ if P1 (θ(t1 ), θ(t2 )) is subsumed by
G(θ(t1 ), θ(t2 )), and P2 (θ(t2 ), θ(t3 )) is subsumed by G(θ(t2 ), θ(t3 ))
1

As in most toolkits, we require that θ is ‘locally’ injective, namely two different tih ’s in the
same Pi cannot map on the same network variable.

Definition 5 (Satisfying a Redundancy Rule) Let θ be a mapping substituting variables of a version space V for variables in a rule R = P 1 (t1 , t2 ) ∧ P2 (t2 , t3 ) |=
Q(t1 , t3 ). We say that R is satisfied on V wrt θ if Q(θ(t1 ), θ(t3 )) is subsumed by
G(θ(t1 ), θ(t3 )).
Thus, when a rule R is active with respect to a mapping θ, we can force it to be satisfied (or apply it) by modifying the general bound of the constraint on which θ maps its
right hand side. This modification does not affect the set of possible networks admitted
by the version space. We state this more formally in Definition 6 and Theorem 2.
Definition 6 (Version Space Equivalence) Let V and V  be two version spaces defined on the same variables and bias. We say that V and V  are equivalent iff for any
constraint network N obtained by picking a constraint between S ij and Gij for each
(xi , xj ) in V there exists a constraint network N  obtained the same way from V  such
that N and N  have the same solutions.
Theorem 2. Let V be a version space. Let V  be the version space obtained after a
rule R has been applied to V . If R was active on V , then V  and V are equivalent.
Proof. Suppose there exists a constraint network N in V for which none of the constraint networks in V  have the same set of solutions. This means that the constraint
rij added by the rule R has decreased the general bound G ij in V  . The constraints
allowed by Gij all reject some solution of N (by assumption). This is necessarily due
to rij . Thus, rij cannot be redundant wrt N . By definition of what an active redundancy
rule is, we deduce that R cannot be active in V , which contradicts the assumption. 

This property guarantees that we can safely apply all the redundancy rules that are
active, reducing the size of the version space while its semantics is not affected.
The complexity of applying all the binary rules in a version space is in O(m×|B| 2 ),
with |B| the number of constraint scopes in the bias and m the number of binary rules
in the toolkit. For k-redundancy rules this is in O(m × |B| k ). Applying k-redundancy
rules to a constraint network is a relaxation of relational k-consistency [5]. However,
relational k-consistency requires space exponential in the number of variables in the redundant constraint while in our approach we only generate constraints from the toolkit,
thus keeping constant space for each constraint.
Example 2 We now apply the method above to example of Figure 1. After processing
− −
the examples {e+
1 , e2 , e3 }, we know that even in the loosest constraint network still
possible, we have x1 ≥ x2 and x2 ≥ x3 . Therefore, the rule described in Example 1 is
active. By applying it, we can reduce the possible constraint types between x 1 and x3
to {>, ≥}.

4 Higher-Order Redundancy
While redundancy rules can eliminate a particular type of redundancy, there are cases
where applying these rules on the version space is not sufficient to find all redundancies.
Redundancy rules are well-suited to discovering constraints that are redundant because

of conjunctions of other constraints. However, as we shall show in Section 4.1, a constraint can be redundant because of a conjunction of disjunctions of constraints. We
refer to this as higher-order redundancy. Since our redundancy rules are in the form of
Horn clauses, they cannot tackle such redundancies. After a brief description of the way
CONACQ stores the information about negative examples, we will show how to tackle
these complex redundancies.
4.1 Another Example
In the scenario illustrated in Figure 2, we use the same set of variables and domains
as those used in the example presented in Section 2. However, in this case the target
network comprises the set of constraints {x 1 = x2 , x1 = x3 , x2 = x3 }. Furthermore,
in this example all negative instances differ from e +
1 by at least two constraints (see the
table in Figure 2).
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Fig. 2. None of the version spaces have converged.

After processing the positive example e +
1 , each version space contains four consistent hypotheses, the most specific hypothesis in each being =. The version spaces are
depicted in Figure 2. However, each of the negative examples does not contain enough
information to immediately reduce any of the version spaces for our constraints any
further. For example, negative example e −
2 may be negative because of either constraint
c12 or c23 , or indeed both. Therefore, none of the version spaces of the constraints in our
example can be reduced further (indicated with dark shading in Figure 2, as opposed to
the lighter shade used earlier to depict hypotheses being removed from a version space).
The version spaces in this example each contain 4 hypotheses due to the disjunction of
possible reasons that would classify the negative examples correctly.
Without any further information, particularly negative examples which differ from
the positive example by one constraint, no further restrictions can be made on the version spaces of the constraints in our problem. Consequently, none of the version spaces
converge. Simply applying redundancy rules also does not help. An alternative approach
is required, which will be presented next.

4.2 Storing negative examples in CONACQ
As briefly described above, when a negative example e − is presented to CONACQ , it
U
Ukm
is encoded as a clause cl e = lijij ∨ . . . ∨ lkm
where Uij is the set of most general
−
constraint types available for c ij that reject e (i.e., that are violated by e − ). The literal
U
lijij is true if any possible constraint type for c ij in its local version space is at least as
specific as the given bound U ij . This is the case if any constraint type r in the general
bound Gij of cij is at least as specific as a constraint type in U ij . This is the condition
for cij to reject e− . Hence, the clause cl e means that at least one of the constraints c ij
U
having a literal l ijij in cle has to be at least as specific as its Uij to reject e− .
We should point out that a clause does not necessarily contain a literal for each
constraint we have to find in the bias. Each constraint c ij for which the specific bound
Sij is already more general than U ij will not reject e− . It is then useless to put a literal
for it in the clause since this literal will be forced to be false. For example, if e −
k =
{x1 = 1; x2 = 1; x3 = 3} and S12 = {≥}, c12 cannot reject e −
.
In
addition,
not
all
k
elements of E − have a stored clause in CONACQ . It can indeed appear that an example
is already definitively rejected by some constraint in the version space. For example,
−
take again the e −
k above and imagine G 23 = {≥}. ek cannot satisfy c 23 . Hence, it is
−
useless to add a clause in CONACQ to express that e k should be rejected.
The set of all the clauses containing the necessary information about E − is denoted
by K. Since a constraint network assigns a single constraint c ij to each pair of variables
U
(xi , xj ), it leads to an interpretation for every literal l ijij in K. By construction, it is
guaranteed that for any constraint network leading to a satisfying interpretation for K,
all e− ∈ E − are non-solutions. (See [2] for more details.)
4.3 Finding higher-order redundancies
In the example in Section 4.1 we have seen a case where a constraint is implied by
the set of negative examples received by CONACQ , but redundancy rules are not able
to detect this by themselves. However, all the information necessary to deduce this
constraint is contained in the set of redundancy rules and the set K of clauses encoding
the negative examples. The reason for their inability to detect it is that rules are in the
form of Horn clauses that we apply only when all predicates in the left-hand side are
true (i.e., we apply unit propagation on these clauses). To tackle this issue we can build
the set R of all possible substitutions on the given bias for available rules. For each rule
R = P1 (t1 , t2 ) ∧ P2 (t2 , t3 ) |= Q(t1 , t3 ), for each substitution θ that maps P i ’s and Q
Q
P1
P2
∨ ¬lθ(t
∨ lθ(t
is
on possible constraints in the bias, a clause ¬l θ(t
1 ),θ(t2 )
2 ),θ(t3 )
1 ),θ(t3 )
added to the set R. This process can be done as soon as the bias is given, before the
beginning of the acquisition process.
U
is: ‘cij is at least as specific as U ’,
In addition, since the semantics of a literal l ij
we need also to link literals involving the same constraint scope. For example, if we
≥
>
true, then a literal l ij
should not be able to take the value false. Hence, we
have lij
U
U
need a third set of clauses, the set L containing ¬l ij
∨ lij
for each pair (x i , xj ) such

U
U
that U subsumes U . These subsumption clauses between two literals l ij
and lij
need
U
U
appears in K and subsumes l ij
that appears in R. Adding
only to be included if l ij

subsumption clauses between two literals in K would not activate any more rules. This
U
is an important property since the fact that l ij
comes from R implies that |U  | = 1,
which ensures polynomial space for L.
We now have a base of ground clauses, K ∪ R ∪ L, that contains all available
U
in K ∪ R ∪ L appears
information about rules and negative examples. If a literal l ij
positively in all models of K∪R∪L (i.e., it belongs to the backbone [8]), we can reduce
the local version space of c ij to constraints at least as specific as U . By construction of
K ∪ R ∪ L, it is indeed impossible to assign c ij to a constraint more general than U and
at the same time reject all negative instances in E − .
Therefore, after the presentation of a new negative instance e from E − , we have to
build the corresponding clause cl e , add it to K, update L if necessary, and test if the
addition of cl e causes some literal2 to enter the backbone of K ∪ R ∪ L.
The process that we described above guarantees that all the possible redundancies
will be detected.
Theorem 3. Given a version space V , a set E = E + ∪ E − of examples, a constraint
type r, and the sets K, R, L built as described above, if r is a possible constraint on
(xi , xj ) and r can be inferred from V , the set of rules of the toolkit, and E − , then the
r
literal lij
is a member of the backbone of K ∪ R ∪ L.
Proof. Let r be a (most specific) possible constraint on (x i , xj ) that can be inferred
r
does not belong to the
from V , the set of rules of the toolkit, and E − . Suppose lij
backbone of K ∪ R ∪ L. By assumption, r is the head of some rules in the toolkit
r
is the head of a subset
(otherwise C ONACQ by itself can learn r on (x i , xj )). Then, l ij
R of the rules in R. Then there exists a model M of K ∪ R ∪ L for which none
of the rules R ∈ R has all the literals of its tail set to true. There are two cases.
Either none of the networks N M built from M allow a solution violating r on (x i , xj ),
r
which means that a rule that would infer l ij
from M is missing in R, or some N M
allows solutions violating r on (x i , xj ), which means that r cannot be inferred since
there exists a network rejecting all E − (by construction of N M ), and allowing solutions
rejected by r on (x i , xj ). Both cases contradict the assumption. Finally, if r was not the
<
most specific constraint that could be learned on (x i , xj ) (for example r =’≤’ while l ij
was inferred) the proof holds for the most specific constraint r  , and the clauses added
r
r
to L permit to infer l ij
from lij
.


However, this process is quite expensive from a computational point of view, since
testing if a literal belongs to the backbone of a formula is a coNP-complete problem.
This prevents the use of such a technique on big formulae, but as we are concerned with
an interactive acquisition process, it is reasonable to assume that the version spaces
we need to handle will be small enough to permit a human user to deal with them,
and consequently we expect that the speed-of-response for backbone detection will be
acceptable. The experimental section will discuss this feature more deeply.
2

Note that a literal is a candidate to enter the backbone only if it appears in the right-hand side of
a Horn clause from R (or it belongs to a unary clause, obviously). Furthermore, the backbone
cannot contain negative literals since R and L are Horn bases and K contains only positive
clauses.

Example 3 We now apply the above method to the example presented in Section 4.1.
The set R of redundancy rules used in this example is presented in Table 2. It provides a
subset of possible binary rules associated with the bias in Figure 1(a). As presented previously, the set L is built dynamically only when required by K and R, so we initialize
it to ∅.
Table 2. Binary redundancy rules for the sample problem
r1
r2
r3
r4
r5
r6

≥
≥
l12
∧ l23
≥
≤
l13 ∧ l23
≤
≥
l13 ∧ l23
≤
≤
l12 ∧ l23
≤
≥
l12 ∧ l13
≥
≤
l12 ∧ l13

≥
|= l13
≥
|= l12
≤
|= l12
≤
|= l13
≥
|= l23
≤
|= l23

≥
≥
After receiving e −
2 , K = {(l13 ∨ l23 )}, to apply technique presented in Section 4.3,
≥
≥
or l23
belong to the backbone of K ∪ R ∪ L. However, running a
we test if either l13
≥
≥
SAT solver allows us to determine that both K∪R∪L∪{¬l 13
} and K∪R∪L∪{¬l23
}
have solutions. Since the backbone detection did not find any literal, at this stage, we
cannot deduce anything more than using previous methods.
≥
≥
≥
≥
However, after receiving e −
3 , K = {(l13 ∨ l23 ), (l12 ∨ l13 )} we detect the new
≥
backbone. We run a SAT solver on R ∪ K ∪ L ∪ {¬l 13 } and because of the minimal
≥
≥
}, it fails. Therefore, l 13
belongs to the backbone and we
conflict set K ∪ {r1 } ∪ {¬l13
can use this to refine the version space of constraint c 13 , removing from it the constraint
types ≤ and .
In this example, it is clear that the backbone detection on K ∪ R ∪ L has permitted
us to detect (and learn) a redundant constraint that redundancy rules alone did not.

5 Empirical Study
To compare the approaches to exploiting redundancy to improve the quality of the acquired CSP that we have proposed in this paper, we studied their effects on a sample
class of CSP. The bias used in this experiment is the same as that presented in Figure 1(a). Our experiments involved generating target CSPs, which we then attempted
to acquire by presenting examples of solutions and non-solutions of them to an acquisition system based on either (we also provide the label used in Table 3 to identify that
configuration of the acquisition system) (a) CONACQ on its own (CONACQ standard);
(b) CONACQ using redundancy rules only (CONACQ +rules); (c) CONACQ using both
redundancy rules and backbone detection (CONACQ +rules + backbone). These form
the columns in Table 3.
In each case we computed a representable set of solutions (non-solutions) to the
target CSP which were used as a source of positive (respectively, negative) examples for
the acquisition system. We generated target CSPs with 12 variables, 12 values in each

Table 3. Comparison of the capability of each acquisition system to exploit redundancy in the
larger problem studied (12 variables, 12 values, 30 constraints).
CONACQ

standard
Redundant Pattern
Length
none
n/3
n/2
n
n/3
n/2
n
n

{constraints}
{≤, ≥}
{≤, ≥}
{≤, ≥}
{=, <, >}
{=, <, >}
{=, <, >}
{=, <, >}

|V S| (secs)
4.29 × 109 (< 1)
4.10 × 103 (< 1)
1.72 × 1010 (< 1)
1.44 × 1017 (< 1)
2.68 × 108 (< 1)
7.38 × 1019 (< 1)
2.08 × 1034 (< 1)
5.07 × 1030 (< 1)

CONACQ

+rules

CONACQ

+rules
+backbone

|V S| (secs)
|V S| (secs) #Exs
6.71 × 107 (3) 1.68 × 107 (46) > 103
64 (2)
1 (29)
360
4.10 × 103 (2)
1 (23)
190
2.62 × 105 (2)
1 (21)
90
1.02 × 103 (2)
1 (27)
280
4.19 × 107 (2)
1 (23)
170
6.87 × 1010 (2)
1 (21)
70
1.07 × 109 (3)
1 (40) > 103

domain, 30 constraints and varied the degree of redundancy in them. Clearly, during the
acquisition process it is not known between which variables there are constraints so we
must assume a complete graph comprising 66 constraints, giving us 66 local version
spaces.
The number of examples used in each experiment was equal to the number required
for CONACQ using both redundancy rules and backbone detection to converge. However, we set a maximum number of examples at just above 10 3 after which we would
terminate the acquisition process.
For each acquisition system setup (the 3 different configurations of CONACQ ), we
recorded the total time (in seconds, secs) required to process the set of examples and the
final size of the version space, denoted by |V S|. The number of examples is denoted by
#Exs in the last column. We present averages of 10 runs of the experiment.
We have studied the effects of controlling the redundancy in each CSP in two ways
(giving us the rows in Table 3). Firstly, we introduced patterns of constraints in the
target network of various lengths. In the experiment we used lengths based on the number of variables in the problem: specifically, we use lengths n, n/2 and n/3 (Length
column). Secondly, for each length of pattern we selected a pattern of constraints with
controlled characteristics and introduced these into the target network. In the experiment we selected patterns of the same constraint selected either from the set {≤, ≥}
(looser constraints) or {<, =, >} (tighter constraints). For example, a path of length n
based on {<, =, >} is x0 > x1 > x2 > x3 > x4 > x5 > x6 > x7 , while a path of
length n/2 based on {≤, ≥} is x 0 ≤ x1 ≤ x2 ≤ x3 (see {constraints} column). As a
“straw-man” we also present results for a target CSP where no pattern was introduced
into the network. Our results are presented in Table 3.
It can be clearly seen from Table 3 that, in terms of the size of the resultant version
spaces, exploiting redundancy rules with CONACQ improves upon CONACQ alone in all
situations. However, exploiting redundancy rules leads to an increase in the amount of
time required by the the acquisition to process the set of examples since it relies on the
construction of R, derived from the set of negative examples. Combining backbone de-

tection and redundancy rules with CONACQ improves upon CONACQ with redundancy
rules, in terms of version space size, but offers a considerably slower response time due
to the use of the SAT solver 3.
Furthermore, we can see that as the level of redundancy in the target problem increases, from n/3 to n, regardless of the constraints involved in the redundant pattern,
the ability of standard CONACQ to converge deteriorates dramatically. It is also interesting to note that CONACQ with redundancy rules also does progressively worse on
these networks. This is most clearly noticeable if one compares the top-line of the table, where no redundant pattern was enforced, with the last line in the table, where a
pattern of length n was present, keeping the number of examples constant in both cases.
Simply combining redundancy rules with CONACQ is sufficient to detect much of
the redundancy that is completely discovered by backbone detection. Specifically, comparing the standard CONACQ column with the CONACQ +rules column, we can see
that there are orders-of-magnitude differences in the size of the version spaces, with a
very minor increase in processing time (approximately double in most cases). Note that
CONACQ +rules + backbone requires and order of magnitude more time, but achieves
convergence.
Finally, the effect of the tightness of the redundancy pattern introduced into the
problem has interesting consequences. On a target network involving looser redundant
patterns, those from {≤, ≥}, positive instances play a central role in the acquisition
of the problem. Specifically, more of them are required for convergence. Furthermore,
after receiving positives instances, each local version space is smaller than would be the
case if the redundant patterns were made up of the tighter constraints from {=, <, >}.
For example, when ≥ is the target, {≥, } is the largest possible version space, while
for > it is {>, =, ≥, }. This explains the exponential difference in version space size
between tighter and looser target networks presented in Table 3.
In summary, this experimental evaluation demonstrates that CONACQ on its own is
insufficient to fully exploit redundancy during the acquisition process and that convergence may not be possible. The more sophisticated approaches that we propose based
on redundancy rules and backbone detection are far superior. However, there is a tradeoff to be considered between the need to find the tightest specification on the target
network versus the response time of the acquisition system.
We have seen that adding backbone detection and redundancy rules together to enhance CONACQ is best in terms of convergence, but has a high response time cost.
Just exploiting redundancy rules with CONACQ offers a very fast response time, with
the abilities to converge quite significantly also. Obviously, it is an application-specific
and/or problem-specific issue how this tradeoff should be dealt with. For example, in an
interactive context, speed-of-response is a critical factor and, therefore, simply relying
on redundancy rules seems to be an ideal compromise. In such an application, backbone
detection could be run as a background process, further refining the version spaces that
represent the target CSP.
3

The SAT solver used for backbone detection is zchaff, version 2003.12.04,
http://ee.princeton.edu/˜chaff/zchaff.php.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we were concerned with automating the formulation of constraint satisfaction problems from examples of solutions and non-solutions. We have combined
techniques from the fields of machine learning and constraint programming. In particular we have presented a portfolio of approaches to exploiting the semantics of the
constraints that we acquire to improve the efficiency of the acquisition process.
We have demonstrated that the CONACQ algorithm on its own is insufficient to fully
exploit redundancy during the acquisition process. The more sophisticated approaches
that we propose based on redundancy rules and backbone detection are far superior.
However, there is a tradeoff to be considered between the need to find the tightest specification on the target network versus the response time of the acquisition system. We
have seen that adding backbone detection and redundancy rules together to enhance
CONACQ is best but has a high response time cost, while just exploiting redundancy
rules with CONACQ offers a very fast response time, with the abilities to converge quite
significantly towards the target CSP.
Our future work in this area will look at a number of important issues that must
be addressed in real-world acquisition contexts. For example, techniques for handling
noise and errors in the process are of critical importance also, particularly if human
users are providing the training examples [?].
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